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If you pay close attention, and I know this has been stated before, the only thing Judaism is, is
nothing but stealing streamlined in to a racial religion. It's the racial habit of stealing made in a
religious form for the Jews.
The Jews just have celebrations where they celebrate civilizations that have went down by their
pillaging, and they have celebrations to lament when they weren't allowed to fully conduct such
stealing properly. Such as let's say, Egypt.
Lastly, the enemy and 'the evil', Satanic civilizations, were civilizations that did not allow them to
steal from them culturally and materially, like let's say Nazi Germany. So everyone who doesn't
accept their stealing is to be destroyed and killed.
How the Jews recruit people to do this is simple.
They find the cesspool of humanity, people who are too lazy and too shit to do absolutely anything.
And they just recruit them against the working elements of any society. So they attack them
together in order to get freebies.
As such the parasites eat and they get fat. Any action that makes the victim animal who is being
slowly drained, move and wake up, always comes with 'moral penalty' and spiritual curses. Such
actions are 'racist', 'immoral' and so forth. One needs to look no further than the Welfare system in
Europe and the lazy masses who tread over to Europe for free gurbs.
Life gives death and lemons to all people. It's just that some people decide to work for it, others,
decide to cry and parasitism those who have went through fire and brimstone to finally create
something with the lemons of life. The Jew sits on his desk hours on end to formulate methods so
that they will steal, and create viable reasons to find allies in their stealing process.
The Jews just made up some random reasons why people must be obligated to be their slaves, how
they own every single man, woman and child on earth, and how even the globe (which is flat
because they said so) belongs to them. Then, they launched this project, and with spiritual, holy and
divine knowledge that was created to uplift humanity, whatever they could fathom from it, they
started pushing this lie relentlessly.
They promised the people who allied with them that they would be allies in decay, in good positions
to steal (the so called honorary Jews), pillage and destroy those in the low (the unsuspecting
populace) and off they went. Take a look at the Christians in any position. They do nothing really,
those who are in the know. Preachers, and many others. They simply do nothing. Most of them get
millions, which is only a fraction from what the Jews steal collectively from people.
So the Jews rallied the useless and the retarded of a civilization, and they all went against the
productive elements of this planet. Still, this conspiracy is continuing to this day. While the Jews are
at the top, the lazy, the garbage, and the thieves, are allied to them, from all races of Gentile

humanity, as their tools, so they can have a piece of the pie.
Namely who is being pillaged is the people in every nation or type of existence, that work. Those
who don't work, they feed of rules that were created by the Jews and their so called 'god'. Such as
'humanism' and 'understanding', and making one's self equal to parasites by giving them what you
possess by let's say 20 years of labour. But somehow this parasite must gets this money cause
whatever. "God said so".
One just needs to read the stories in Ireland (another member sent me this) about how the church
would leave people to die during the famine and/or in the cold, unless they accepted 'Christ as their
personal saviour'.
Those who did accept the Jewish egregore, were put into the church to be warm and live, while
those who didn't, were left in the cold to die.
The Abrahamic programs are quite simple. They are just stealing in the form of a religion. If
anything they resemble a capitalistic pyramid scheme (also known as the Mafia Scheme) which
ultimately always leads to poverty and Communism - where the Jew reigns supreme above a beaten
populace.
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Larissa666 wrote: “Their very essence and purpose is to steal and nothing else. I
wonder how would they be even able to sustain themselves if they all were left on
planet with no one to benefit from, only them and no one else.
They would probably kill each other out of inability to produce and create anything.
True parasitism.”

They wouldn't survive. The Jew only arrived on the planet tens of thousands of years after this
planet has been attacked and so forth. They just look for victims around in the planets it seems. This
is why they are on THIS planet harassing entities, and probably species like them are elsewhere
doing the same. We are dealing with galactic-free-range parasites here.
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